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" Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
If you have a Brother or Sister down and would like to get them the Free Riders

Press, NO PROBLEM, be glad to do it but
it does cost money.  A lot of people help out
by donating some coin.  We here will do
what we can, but with everybody giving
what they can, we will make it go a long
way. We all know somebody that's down,
and anything would be greatly appreciated.

Send to:
"Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
2206 Jefferson
Two Rivers, WI 54241

Mission Statement:
This paper was started out of the love and respect for being in

the wind, and the brothers and sisters that are in the wind also. I have
been riding all my life and have learned what brotherhood means. The
Free Riders Press is a paper dedicated to the biker who knows this
respect. Not barring any rider for what he wears or rides. We try to cover
stories that make the public sit back and have a positive outlook on bik-
ers.  We will try to cover events that are for the biker and put on by the
biker. This paper will be used to better the riding community through edu-
cation, updates and personal views that are of positive thinking for the
riding community in general. We will try to fight the ongoing discrimina-
tion that seems to be thrown onto us without our view being told. Free
Riders Press is for all to enjoy, so by working together someday we can
be free in the wind, without the worry of any of the aforementioned items.

If you have a picture of your Next Generation Rider, feel free to send it in to me. Who
knows it just might kick start a Hollywood career for them. Send those pic's to
preacher@freeriderspress.us or by snail mail to 4500 Hwy 66, Stevens Point, WI
54481

Meet This Month�s Next Generation Riders. 
Bruce and Shelby.  
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" Just let the clutch out slow , I've seen Grandpa do it a million times  "
I'm sure they'll be sneakin' Grandpa's Chief outa the garage in a couple a years. 

You know the one thing that I never seem to get enough of is the goodness of the biker
community and the generosity of the brotherhood in general. From the Veteran groups
donating items and cash to the veteran homes to the bikers that come out of the wood-
work for kids in the form of toy runs. Fellow riders giving unselfishly to anybody they
feel is worth the trip out for. Most of the bikers I know, it doesn't seem to take much to
show a ton of heart towards another fellow community member

Cases in point is the Rolling Thunder story in these pages getting our veterans some of
the necessities they need or the Lonely Few Toy run that has been going for years that
give the kids at the St. Joseph's Hospital in Marshfield, WI a reason to smile when they
receive that special toy. The Brothers & Sisters that put this ride on really care and don't
want to see any child go without during the holidays. If you figure that these are only the
tip of the iceberg when it comes to the positive that bikers do for others, you all rock. 

I have been critical in the past of how many events there are and would like to see some
of them combine for a stronger more powerful showing, but will never take away from
the good they ultimately do. There is more than the outward giving that is done and it
took a few folks for me to realize this.

I will be mentioning more of this in a future story, but would like to give kudos to a
few people that made my life a bit more positive this past month. I had a chance to go to
DC for a Rolling Thunder convention. I wanted to tell everyone that thanks to Dave Zien,
Rolling thunder Chapter 4, Lucy at Kutter HD of Janesville/Monroe and my mom's help-
ing me out, I was able to go on the week long ride and it gave me a chance to think about
how to make the Free Riders Press even better for you the reader. I am blessed to be sur-
rounded by folks like these and thank all of you that support the paper while supporting
them, making for a really great positive circle for all. This is who I am, and this is what
makes me shine.  "Friends are
everywhere but true brotherhood
is precious to me."

Lastly I do want to mention a
book I am reading that is also
advertising in the FRP. It's called
"Motorcycling Across
Wisconsin" by William Murphy. I
don't want to do a review of the
book here, but I will say that from
what I have read already it may
be a great Christmas present for
the biker, riding couple or group
that likes to hit the road and find
new places to see. Check out
www.murchadapublishing.com
for more books by the author.

Well till next time have a great
Thanksgiving.


